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Review:

Very Good training, one of best online courses I ever took. It contains
different dynamics which make topics very interesting and continuously test
your knowledge all the way of the training. All ideas are presented in a very
clear way. Flexible for your agenda, you decide how to advance in every
step.

The course objectives are clearly defined at the start
of the course.: Agree

The course content matched the course objectives.: Agree

All course objectives were achieved (as outlined at
the start of the course).: Agree

The length of the course was:: Correct Length

Overall, how would you rate your training experience
with Comply Guru?: 4

Would you recommend this course to anyone else
who needed similar training?: Yes

The course content was accurate, well-written and
useful.: Agree

In your opinion, in what ways could the online
modules be improved?:

During videos it was difficult some times follow the
ideas, due to we are not familiar with some technical
terms, it will be useful also show diagrams or bullet
points of what is being explained, this was use in
some videos, but not all. I had some issues to
access and during some time the presentation get
slow, I receive a fast response to solve those, may
be explain those common issues before initiate
would avoid interruptions, example: slowness was
resolve by using Google Chrome, may be
recommend it, more than Edge.

https://www.complyguru.com


Based on your experience with this course. How
likely are you to recommend online training versus
traditional [classroom] training?:

Undecided

Please supply a short review about your overall
training experience with Comply Guru. Thank you!:

Very Good training, one of best online courses I ever
took. It contains different dynamics which make
topics very interesting and continuously test your
knowledge all the way of the training. All ideas are
presented in a very clear way. Flexible for your
agenda, you decide how to advance in every step.


